High-energy ion-implantation-induced gettering of copper in silicon beyond the projected ion range: The transprojected-range effect
Competing influence of damage buildup and lattice vibrations on ion range profiles in Si
Phosphorus depth profiles in Si obtained by 140 keV implantation in the ͓001͔ axial channel direction and in a direction 7°off axis are investigated at two different doses (5ϫ10 13 and 5 ϫ10 15 cm Ϫ2 ) for implantation temperatures of 350°C and room temperature ͑RT͒. At low dose and at channeling incidence, the penetration depth of implanted ions is higher at RT than at 350°C. This behavior is caused by the dechanneling of lattice vibrations. At high dose, the temperature dependence of the shape of the implantation profile is opposite that at low dose, due to enhanced dechanneling by defect accumulation at RT. On the other hand, damage buildup does not occur at elevated temperature. The temperature dependence of the profiles obtained by tilted implantation is much less than for the channeled implants. The P profiles measured can be reproduced very well by atomistic simulations which take into account both lattice vibrations and defect accumulation during ion bombardment. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.1594281͔ For many years it has been known that channeling effects influence the shape of ion range distributions obtained by implantation into single crystalline silicon: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The orientation of the ion beam relative to the crystal axes determines the fraction of incident ions that moves initially within axial or planar channels. However, motion of energetic projectiles in the crystal is not only influenced by the geometrical arrangement of the lattice sites but also by thermal vibrations of the atoms and the buildup of radiation damage during implantation. This may lead to both dechanneling and rechanneling of the implanted ions. Therefore, at a given implantation energy the shape of the ion range profiles may depend on the following implantation parameters: implantation temperature, dose, and dose rate. In silicon device manufacturing these parameters must be accurately controlled in order to obtain reproducible electrical dopant profiles. 7 The present work reports on a detailed study on the competing influence of temperature and dose on the shape of as-implanted depth profiles of phosphorus. The experimental results are not only interpreted qualitatively, they can also be reproduced quantitatively by atomistic computer simulations.
Phosphorus ions were implanted into a p-type ͑001͒ Si substrate at 140 keV at doses of about 5ϫ10 13 and 5 ϫ10
15 cm Ϫ2 at a dose rate of about 5ϫ10 11 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 . The exact values of the doses implanted are given in Figs. 1 and 2. Implantations in both the ͓001͔ axial channel direction and in a direction 7°off axis were performed. The ion beam was aligned in the ͓001͔ direction prior to implantation by a standard procedure employed in channeling Rutherford backscattering spectrometry ͑RBS/C͒. 8 For the nonchanneled low dose implants, the 7°tilt angle with respect to ͓001͔ and the 22.5°rotation angle relative to ͓110͔ were set using the fiveaxis goniometer that was employed for beam alignment for ͓001͔ channeling implantation. The high dose implant was performed using the standard implanter setup for 7°tilted implantations. The implantations were carried out at room temperature ͑RT͒ as well as at elevated temperatures ͑300 and 350°C͒. The temperature was controlled by a thermocouple. For the high temperature implants a BORALECTRIC® heater was used. After implantation, RBS/C analysis was performed to obtain information about as-implanted damage. The phosphorus depth profiles were measured by secondary ion mass spectrometry ͑SIMS͒ at Evans East ͑East Windsor, NJ͒ using a Phi quadrupole SIMS instrument. The P detection limit in Si was 1ϫ10 15 cm Ϫ3 . The accuracy of the depth calibration was 5%-10%.
The thick lines in Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒ depict the SIMS data for the low dose implants at RT and at 350°C, respectively. A comparison of Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒ shows that the shape of the phosphorus profiles obtained by channeling implantation is strongly dependent on the temperature. The profiles of the tilted implants are nearly independent of the temperature. At implantation dose of about 5ϫ10 13 cm Ϫ2 , the accumulation of radiation defects is small so it should not cause much dechanneling of the incident ions. Therefore, the temperature dependence observed for the channeling implantation profiles is solely attributed to thermal vibrations whose dechanneling effect is considerably stronger at 350°C ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ than at RT ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒.
The phosphorus profiles obtained by the high dose implantation at RT and at elevated temperatures ͑300 and 350°C͒ are depicted in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒, respectively. Again, a significant dependence of the shape of the phosphorus profiles on the temperature is found. However, this dependence is opposite that observed in Fig. 1 for the low dose implant. This can be explained as follows. For the RT implant ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒, the damage buildup during ion bombardment causes strong dechanneling of the incident ions. Therefore, the shape of the channeling implantation profile differs greatly from that shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . In the case of the tilted implant, the channeling tail is not as pronounced as it is in Fig. 1͑a͒ since ion-beam-induced defect accumulation also prevents rechanneling. RBS/C measurements show that in both channeling and tilted implantations an amorphous layer about 280 nm thick formed. It should be noted, however, that this layer is not the main cause of the alteration in profile shape, it is the damage buildup below the amorphization threshold. 6 The shapes of the phosphorus profiles shown in Figs. 1͑b͒ and 2͑b͒ are rather similar. Obviously, at elevated temperatures the accumulation of defects which are relevant for dechanneling of the implanted ions is very small, in contrast to RT implantations. Therefore, at 300 and 350°C, these defects formed by previous ion impact should largely have disappeared before a subsequently implanted ion hits the same region of the target. The period between consecutive ion impacts in a target region where the amount of nuclear energy deposition ͑or displacements per atom͒ is larger than a critical value can be roughly estimated in the following manner. Assuming that the cascade region of a single ion impact can be modeled by a cylindrical track, 9 the lateral cross section 0 of this region can be calculated using
S n is the nuclear stopping cross section of the ion in the target. The critical nuclear energy deposition per atom for defect production, E c , should be somewhat lower than the displacement energy for Frenkel pair generation, E d , in a virgin silicon crystal, since most atomic displacements occur in the region of a collision cascade where the target structure is no longer perfect. In the case of 140 keV phosphorus implantation, the use of the universal nuclear stopping cross section, 10 and assuming E c ϭ0.25E d ͑E d ϭ15 eV͒, leads to a lateral cross section 0 of about 1 nm 2 . Therefore, at a dose rate of 5ϫ10 11 cm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 , the time between consecutive ion impacts in a damaged region is of the order of 100 s. Together with previous considerations, this means that at 300 and 350°C the lifetime of defects for dechanneling is smaller than this period.
Atomistic computer simulations showed that the asimplanted defect structure consists of a variety of defect species. 11, 12 Many single vacancies and self-interstitials as well as a certain percentage of complex defects that contain tens to hundreds of atoms form. The latter may be considered as the defects mainly responsible for dechanneling of the implanted ions. 6 The simulations demonstrated that such complex defects shrink considerably at a few 100°C, 11 within 1 ns of their formation. This is consistent with the present experimental results.
The measured P depth distributions were simulated using the Crystal-TRIM program which is described in detail FIG. 1. P depth profiles obtained by 140 keV implantation into ͑001͒ Si at a dose of about 5ϫ10 13 cm Ϫ2 , at RT ͑a͒ and at 350°C ͑b͒. The exact doses are shown. Two orientations of the ion beam were considered: ͑i͒ parallel to the ͓001͔ channel direction and ͑ii͒ 7°off this direction. In the second case, the angle between the projection of the beam direction on the ͑001͒ plane and the ͓110͔ direction was 22.5°. The depth axis is parallel to ͓001͔. The profiles depicted by thick lines were measured by SIMS at Evans East, East Windsor, NJ. The histograms show results of atomistic simulations that do not ͑black͒ and do ͑gray͒ consider damage buildup during implantation.
FIG. 2. Phosphorus depth distributions for 140 keV implantation at a dose of about 5ϫ10
15 cm Ϫ2 . Thick lines and histograms depict SIMS data and the results of computer simulations, respectively. Similar to in Fig. 1 , the results of channeled and tilted implantations at RT ͑a͒ and at elevated temperature ͑b͒ are shown. At RT, both the channeled and the tilted implantation led to amorphization. The thickness of the amorphous layer determined by RBS/C is 280 nm. The simulations yielded a thickness of 278 nm.
elsewhere. 6, [13] [14] [15] This code treats the motion of implanted ions in the target material within the framework of binary collision approximation, i.e., by the consideration of a sequence of binary collisions with target atoms in close vicinity to the ion trajectory. The black histograms in Fig. 1 show the results obtained for the low dose implant at RT and at 350°C. The agreement with the experimental data is good. In the simulations, the target was assumed to consist of a perfect Si crystal with a native SiO 2 surface layer 1.5 nm thick.
The following values were used for parameters C and C el in the model for the electronic energy loss of an incident ion in a collision with a target atom:
13,14 C ϭ1.0 and C el ϭ1.38. The first parameter was employed to calculate the electronic energy loss averaged over all impact parameters using the electronic stopping cross section given in Ref. 10 . The second parameter describes the impact-parameter dependence of electronic energy loss in the modified Oen-Robinson model. 13, 14, 16 Thermal vibrations of the lattice atoms were treated as follows. Since the time of binary projectile-target collision is generally much shorter than the period of thermal vibration of a lattice atom, it suffices to consider the instantaneous thermal displacement of the atom. It is assumed to obey a Gaussian distribution with a root mean square ͑rms͒ ͗u 2 ͘ 1/2 obtained by the Debye model 17 p͑x ͒ϭ 1
where M t is the mass of a target atom. T D and T are the Debye temperature and the actual temperature of the target, respectively. In the Crystal-TRIM code a Debye temperature of 500 K is used. This value is in agreement with results of precise channeling radiation measurements of thermal vibrational amplitudes 18, 19 The formula for the rms of thermal displacements shows that the temperature dependence of this quantity is particularly pronounced if the Debye temperature is relatively low, like in the case of silicon. For example, if under otherwise identical conditions a silicon carbide target with T D ϭ1120 K were to be used in low dose P implantation, the temperature dependence of the profile shape would be much smaller than that in the case of Si.
Atomistic computer simulations were also performed for the high dose ͑about 5ϫ10 15 cm Ϫ2 ) implants. In Fig. 2 the histograms show the results. In order to describe the accumulation of defects which are relevant for dechanneling of the implanted ions, a known phenomenological model for damage buildup, elucidated, e.g., in Ref. 20 , was employed in simulation of the profiles obtained at RT implantation. The introduction of such a model is necessary, since Crystal-TRIM per se can only treat ballistic processes during ion bombardment, not subsequent relaxation processes which are responsible for the formation of the final as-implanted defect structure. In the simulations, the values of the two model parameters C a and p t ͓cf. Ref. 20 , Eq. ͑1͔͒ were 5.33 meV Ϫ1 and 0.1, respectively. These data were also employed in previous investigations 6 of dechanneling of implanted P ions. Both parameters are used to calculate the probability that a P ion collides with an atom located within a region of an extended defect. C a and p t describe the increase of this probability with growing nuclear energy deposition per target atom and the onset of amorphization in the target region considered, respectively. Figure 2͑a͒ shows good agreement between the SIMS data and the simulated profiles. The thickness of the amorphous layer calculated by Crystal-TRIM is nearly identical to the measured value. The damage buildup model was also used to simulate the low dose implants at RT. In Fig. 1͑a͒ the gray histograms show the corresponding results. The agreement with the experimental data is better than for simulations that do not consider damage buildup. This shows that in RT implants, at a dose of about 5 ϫ10 13 cm Ϫ2 , defect accumulation influences slightly the shape of channeling implantation profiles. In the simulation of the P profiles obtained at elevated temperatures damage buildup is completely neglected. The good agreement with experimental data ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ demonstrates the validity of this assumption.
The results of atomistic simulations are generally consistent with the qualitative interpretation of the experimental results given above. The small deviation between simulated and measured depth profiles should mainly be due to the relatively simple models used in the simulations for electronic energy loss, lattice vibrations, and damage buildup.
